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Pages H80–H88: Kakino T, Saku K, Sakamoto T, Sakamoto K, Akashi T, Ikeda M, Ide T, Kishi T, Tsutsui H, Sunagawa K. Prediction of hemodynamics under left ventricular assist device. Am J Physiol Heart Circ Physiol 312: H80–H88, 2017. First published October 28, 2016; doi:10.1152/ajpheart.00617.2016.—The unit of measure “ml-min⁻¹·kg” was errantly used in four places in the published article. In all instances, the unit of measure should have read “mmHg·ml⁻¹·kg,” as in 37, 11, and 20 mmHg·ml⁻¹·kg in DISCUSSION, 5th paragraph, 2nd and 3rd sentences, and 7th paragraph, 7th sentence, respectively, and as in 20 mmHg·ml⁻¹·kg in Fig. 6 legend.